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Abstract. Individual differences have been shown to lead to different 
navigation styles. In this paper we present a pilot study that aims at finding 
predictors for users’ vulnerability to experience disorientation that can be 
gathered unobtrusively and in real-time. We identified two navigation styles 
that we called flimsy navigation and laborious navigation that together predict 
users’ perceived disorientation. Our findings suggest that adaptive navigation 
support that addresses these navigation styles is a promising means to ease the 
various problems that are commonly associated with users experiencing 
disorientation. 

1 Introduction 

Individual differences, ranging from gender differences through system experience to 
cognitive styles, significantly influence the way that people navigate through 
hypermedia systems [5]. Many of these individual user characteristics can be gathered 
using questionnaires or standardized tests. However, for adaptive hypermedia systems 
this approach is often undesirable, as it requires time and effort from the users, which 
might eventually put them off. Moreover, not all user characteristics are stable or 
easily measurable: as an example, a user’s motivation and concentration is most likely 
to change over time. 

For this reason, it makes sense to provide users with adaptive navigation support 
based on users’ navigation styles [8]. With knowledge of the strategies that users 
follow, it is easier to recognize patterns in their navigation paths that indicate usability 
problems that need to be solved. A typical usability problem is that users become 
disoriented, or lost in a web site [18], which means that they are unable to keep track 
of their positions: at some point users might not know where they are, how they came 
there or where they can go to. Several characteristics of user navigation, most 
importantly those related to page revisits, have been related to success measures, such 
as task outcomes and user’s perceived disorientation [5][8][11]. 

In this paper we present the results of a pilot study that was aimed at finding 
patterns in user navigation that indicate a user’s vulnerability to perceive 
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disorientation while working on goal-directed tasks that require a fair amount of 
navigation to complete them. We were able to extract two navigation styles – which 
we called flimsy navigation and laborious navigation - that performed well in 
predicting the user’s perceived disorientation. In the next section we will describe 
shortly how individual differences influence user navigation. Navigation styles and 
measures for user navigation are dealt with in the subsequent section. The 
presentation of the pilot study and its results will be followed with a discussion on the 
generalizability of the study and the implications for adaptive navigation support.  

2 Individual Differences in Web Navigation 

There is a vast amount of literature showing and analyzing individual differences 
involved in web navigation. In [7] it is noticed that novices tend to make use of a 
linear structure in hypermedia systems, when it is made available, while experts tend 
to navigate non-linearly. [10] demonstrated that students who had more domain 
knowledge displayed more purposeful navigation and allocated time more variably to 
different pages. Spatial ability is an important determinant of hypermedia navigation 
performance, as reported in several studies [e.g. 4]; users with low spatial abilities 
have difficulty in constructing and using a visual mental model of the information 
space. Students with an internal locus of control are reported to be better able to 
structure their navigation and to take advantage of hypertext learning environments 
[10]. 

Research on cognitive mechanisms involved in web navigation gains increasing 
influence in the HCI community. A cognitive model of web navigation should be able 
to simulate the navigation behavior of real users, producing the same navigation 
patterns as actual users would do. Many approaches to user navigation modeling are 
mostly inspired by the theory on information foraging [13]. Information foraging 
theory assumes that people, when possible, will modify their strategies in order to 
maximize their information gain. More specifically, users continuously compare the 
benefits of alternative actions, for example digging further into one information 
resource versus looking for a different resource. Process models that are based on 
these theories can analyze or simulate users’ actions in terms of their individual 
evaluations of their expected utility. 

3 User Navigation Styles 

A related line of research aims at directly modeling the user’s navigation behavior in 
order to provide adaptive navigation support in web applications [8]. A dynamic user 
navigation model could include: 
− syntactic information (e.g. which links are followed, what does the navigation 

graph look like, what is the time that users spent on each page) 
− semantic information (i.e. what is the meaning of the information that the user 

encountered during navigation) 
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− pragmatic information (i.e. what is the user using the information for, what are the 
user’s goals and tasks) 
In this section we focus on the syntactic information. Our aim is to identify 

patterns in user navigation that indicate problems associated with disorientation, as 
experienced by the user. In the first subsection we characterize several user navigation 
styles. In the second subsection we introduce several measures that can be used to 
capture these navigation styles. 

3.1 Navigation Styles and Page Revisits 

User navigation can range from goal-directed task completion to more unstructured 
browsing and exploration of the availability of information or services [7]. Routine 
browsing is an integral part of web navigation, nowadays; typically, users have a 
small collection of favorite sites that they visit very frequently [5]. Several 
taxonomies of web browsing behavior are presented in the literature. One of the finer 
grained taxonomies is presented in [15], a white paper that is clearly targeted at the 
ecommerce community in which seven patterns are categorized, based on session 
length, average page view times and the amount of revisits during this session. 

Within a navigation session, users often return to pages that serve as navigational 
hubs. Extensive use of these hubs is reported to be an effective navigation strategy 
[11]. When looking for information, users often employ search strategies that are 
quite similar to graph searching algorithms, such as depth first, breadth first and 
heuristic search [2]. 

With knowledge of the type of session that users are involved in, and the 
navigation styles that they employ during these sessions, it is possible to recognize 
navigation patterns that might indicate usability problems. 

3.2 Measures of User Navigation 

User navigation paths can be modeled as graphs, with the vertices representing the 
pages visited and the edges representing the links followed [8]. Several – mostly 
graph-theoretic and statistical – methods can be used for analyzing this structure. 
Typical measures include the total number of pages visited to solve a task, the total 
time needed to solve a task and the average times spent on single pages [2]. Within 
the navigation paths, patterns may exist that indicate a user navigation style or 
problems encountered. In our pilot study we made use of a collection of navigation 
measures that together describe these patterns. They will be shortly described below. 
For a more detailed discussion about these measures we refer to [8]. 

Number of Pages and Revisits 
As mentioned before, page revisits are very common in web navigation. By capturing 
various aspects of page revisitation, we aim to find revisitation patterns rather than 
the amount of revisitation. The following measures were taken into account: 
− the path length is the number of pages that the user has requested during a 

navigation session, including page requests that involved revisits; 
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− the relative amount of revisits is calculated as the probability that any URL 
visited is a repeat of a previous visit. We adopted the formula that is suggested by 
Tauscher and Greenberg [17]; 

− the page return rate indicates the average number of times that a page will be 
revisited. The return rate is calculated by averaging the number of visits to all 
pages that have been visited at least twice. A more extensive use of navigation 
landmarks will most likely lead to a limited set of pages that is visited very 
frequently; 

− back button usage indicates the percentage of back button clicks among the 
navigation actions, including backtracking multiple pages at once using the back 
button;  

− relative amount of home page visits is a self-descriptive label. ‘Relative’ refers to 
a correction of home page visits based on path length. 

View Times 
The average time that users spend at web pages is reported to be an important 
indicator for user interest and human factors [16]. Besides the average view time, the 
median view time was also taken into account, as users generally spend only little time 
on the large majority of pages before selecting a link [3]. The median view time is not 
affected by the few ‘high content’ pages that were inspected more carefully, and thus 
provides a better indicator for the average view time while browsing. 

Navigation Complexity 
Navigation complexity can be defined as ‘any form of navigation that is not strictly 
linear’. Complexity measures are mostly derived from graph theory and used 
frequently for assessing hypertext and its usage [8]. Typical measures reflect the 
cyclical structure of the navigation graph and the length of navigation sequences 
within the graph. Several commonly used complexity measures were taken into 
account: 
− the number of links followed per page (‘fan degree’) [14] represents the ratio 

between the number of links followed and the number of distinct pages visited; 
− the number of cycles [14] is calculated as the difference between the number of 

links followed and the number of pages visited. As the number of cycles grows 
with the length of the navigation path, it can only be used for a fixed time window; 

− the path density [14] compares the navigation graph to the corresponding fully 
connected graph. A higher path density indicates that a user makes use of short 
navigation sequences and regularly returns to pages visited before;  

− compactness [11] is a measure similar to path density. It indicates that users 
follow a ‘shallow’ search strategy. In contrast to the path density, it compares the 
average distance between any two pages in the navigation graphs to a theoretical 
minimum and maximum;  

− the average connected distance [3] indicates the average length of a path between 
any two connected pages in the navigation graph. A higher average connected 
distance indicates that users do not return to a page very soon, but only after having 
browsed for a while. They also return using a link rather than using the back 
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button. In short, the average connected distance measures the users’ confidence in 
that they ‘will find their way back later’. 

 
The navigation measures that are described above are labeled first-order measures in 
this paper, because they are derived directly from the raw data, without taking into 
account that the measures might be correlated, which most likely would be the case. 
As an example, the average connected distance is calculated independently of back 
button usage, without taking into consideration the fact that usually low values on the 
former measure are associated with high values on the latter and vice-versa. This 
aspect was dealt with by calculating second-order measures – or navigation styles, as 
will be explained in the next section. 

4 Pilot Study – Navigation Styles and Disorientation 

In our pilot study we were interested in what navigation styles occur when users 
perceive disorientation when performing several goal-oriented tasks. In order to better 
interpret the outcomes, we also collected several user characteristics – as introduced 
in section two – as well as users’ evaluation of their navigation activities. The 
experimental setup and the results will be discussed in this section. 

4.1 Experimental Setup 

The study consisted of individual sessions with thirty subjects, all undergraduate and 
graduate students from two Dutch universities in the age range 19-28, with an average 
age of 21.5. Participants were selected randomly out of the student lists of both 
universities, while making sure that males and females were equally presented. 

Each session consisted of three stages: 
− collection of data on user characteristics; 
− the actual navigation session and collection of navigation data; 
− evaluation of the navigation session, including a survey on users’ perceived 

disorientation. 
Several user characteristics were collected in the first stage. The characteristics that 
are relevant in the context of this paper are briefly described below. For more details 
we refer to [9]. Spatial ability, episodic memory and working memory were measured 
with computerized cognitive tests provided by the Dutch research institute TNO 
Human Factors. The users’ internet expertise is composed of self-reported frequencies 
of internet use and self-assessed level of knowledge. At the beginning of the 
navigation session the users rated their affective disposition; users who rated 
themselves high on the states determined, calm and alert, and low on the states 
sluggish and blue, were considered to be in an active mood. Locus of control refers to 
the users’ belief in how they contributed to their own success or failure, which was 
measured with a 20-item scale. 

In the navigation session, subjects were asked to perform various tasks in the field 
of web-assisted personal finance. This field includes using the web to keep a personal 
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budget, to perform financial transactions and decide to save or invest money. The 
tasks were designed in such a way that it would require a fair amount of navigation to 
answer or to solve them [9]. Subjects had thirty minutes in total to solve the tasks. 
Three web sites were used in this study, two of which are dedicated to personal 
finance. They provide users with advice and tools – such as planners, calculators and 
educators – to deal with their financial problems. The third site, an online store, was 
used as a reference. 

After the navigation session, the subjects were asked to evaluate their satisfaction 
with task completion and the usability of the different web sites used. A survey on 
perceived lostness [1] was also included in the evaluation session. 

4.2 Results 

As it is most likely that patterns in the first order navigation measures occur 
simultaneously, second order navigation measures – linear combinations of the first 
order measures – were calculated. Principal component analysis with equamax 
rotation on twenty-two navigation measures resulted in four factors that together 
explained 86% of the variance. We will focus on two factors, which account for 27% 
and 23%, respectively, after rotation. We labeled them flimsy navigation and 
laborious navigation, based on their correlations with first-order measures and user 
characteristics. It should be noted that these styles do not exclude one another. All 
correlations mentioned are significant with p<0.05.  
 
High scores on the flimsy navigation style are associated with: 
− small number of pages visited (r=-0.80) 
− high path density (r=0.80) 
− high median view time (r=0.77) 

 

Figure 1. Flimsy (left) versus sturdy (right) navigation. From the figure it can be 
observed that flimsy navigation is characterized by short navigation paths and a low 
number of cycles in the navigation graph. The page revisits that did take place in the flimsy 
navigation path were made using the back button 
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− short average connected distance (r=-0.70) 
− low number of cycles (r=-0.53) 
− high rate of home page visiting (r=0.48) 
− high frequency of back button use (r=0.39).  

Flimsy navigation appeared to be a weak navigation style. Most of the navigation 
takes place around the site’s home page and users regularly return to their starting 
points. Time is mostly spent on processing content instead of actively locating 
information. The short average connected distance indicates that users return to a page 
very soon. Users also prefer to return by using the back button instead of by following 
links. The low number of cycles indicates that users employing this navigation style 
do not make extensive use of the means for revisitation available within the sites. 

High scores on the flimsy navigation style are associated with low scores on 
Internet expertise, current active mood, working memory and locus of control. Based 
on these correlations, it is likely that flimsy navigation is mostly employed by 
inexperienced users who are not able or not inclined to reconstruct their past actions; 
rather, they continue along the same path or eventually start over again. For these 
reasons, we might expect that flimsy navigation is related to users’ perceived 
disorientation. 

 
High scores on the laborious navigation style are associated with: 
− high number of links followed per page (r=0.95)  
− high revisitation rate (r=0.94)  
− high number of cycles (r=0.79)  
− high return rate (r=0.73)  
− high frequency of back button use (r=0.71)  
− high path density (r=0.43)  
− high number of pages visited (r=0.40) 
− short average connected distance (r=-0.39). 

This navigation style involves intensive exploration of navigational infrastructure 
provided by the site. Users seem to employ a trial and error strategy; they follow links 
merely to see if they are useful or not. They figure out quite fast when paths are not 
leading towards their goal and return. Revisits are numerous but not redundant: once a 
page is revisited a different link is followed than before, which constitutes another 
trial. 

Figure 2. Laborious (left) versus non-laborious (right) navigation. From the figure it 
can be observed that the laborious navigation style is characterized by a high amount of 
revisits, with some pages clearly functioning as navigational landmarks. 
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This behavior is particularly observed on navigational hubs, such as menus and index 
pages. 

High scores on laborious navigation are associated with high episodic memory, 
and low spatial ability. This style indicates a revisitation pattern that does not lead to 
disorientation; instead, laborious navigation appears to help users in constructing a 
conceptual overview of the site structure and then to make use of this model. 
 
Multiple linear regression analysis was used to find out which navigation measures 
and navigation styles performed best in predicting the subjects’ perceived 
disorientation. Including predictors in regression models was based on the stepwise 
method; the predictive power must be seen as the best one can get with the minimum 
number of predictors. It turned out that the flimsy and laborious navigation styles 
together best predicted the user’s perceived disorientation (R2=0.29) with a large 
effect size (ES2 = 0.29/0.71 = 0.41)1. 

 
Table 1. Prediction of perceived disorientation based on navigation styles. The regression 
model consists of perceived disorientation as dependent variable and flimsy navigation 
and laborious navigation as predictors. From the regression coefficients (B) one can 
observe the positive and negative correlations of flimsy and laborious navigation 
respectively with perceived disorientation. The standardized coefficients (Beta) show a 
larger relative importance of flimsy navigation as compared with laborious navigation. 
 

 B Beta t Sig. 

(Constant) 40.1  29.66 0.000 

Flimsy navigation 3.92 0.46 2.85 0.008 

Laborious navigation  -2.38 -0.28 -1.73 0.095 

5 Discussion 

The results of our pilot study suggest that users’ vulnerability to experience 
disorientation in large web sites can be automatically diagnosed with an attractive 
level of accuracy. We identified two navigation styles, flimsy navigation and 
laborious navigation, which proved to be significant predictors with a large effect 
size. 

The area in which these navigation styles have been identified, is rather limited: 
they apply to situations where goal-directed and performance-oriented tasks are 
performed on the web. The domain of web assisted personal finance might seem 
narrow and this is why we used three different web sites and a relatively complex and 
heterogeneous range of task. By choosing three different websites to be used in the 
pilot study, we attempted at randomizing factors pertaining to a specific site structure 
or interface design. Tasks were not only aiming at locating information but also at 

                                                           
1 The effect size for regression is calculated with the following formula: ES2 = R2/(1-R2). 0.02 

is considered a small effect, 0.15 a medium one and 0.35 a large effect size [6]. 
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using this information to solve actual problems. These decisions were intended to 
constitute premises for ecological validity and generalizability of the results. 

The number of subjects (thirty) was rather limited and relatively homogenous, as 
they were students. New data is necessary to find out in what situations the identified 
navigation styles are relevant for predicting disorientation. Most likely, other styles 
will be identified as well that can explain other facets of disorientation.  

5.1 Implications for Adaptive Navigation Support 

Prediction of users experiencing disorientation that is based on navigation measures 
has important practical consequences. From a usability point of view it is useful to 
identify those users who are at risk of experiencing disorientation and to assist them 
by adequate, and possibly personalized, navigation support. 

Context information is important for effective navigation, as each navigation 
process is inextricably tied to the structure of the site. Two types of user context can 
be distinguished: the structural context and the temporal context [12]. Structural 
navigation aids – such as site maps, menus and index pages – describe a user’s current 
location and navigation options; temporal navigation aids – such as the browser’s 
back button, bookmarks and visual navigation histories – describe the way that led to 
this position. 

Users that navigate in a flimsy manner appear not to be able to reconstruct their 
navigation paths and therefore are prone to get stuck. Visual navigation histories 
might help them out. In contrast, users that do not navigate laboriously enough and 
yet do not effectively exploit the site structure, can better be presented local or global 
site maps or a list of links to index pages. As these types of add-on navigation support 
typically consume a large amount of screen estate, it is desirable bother users with 
tools that they do not need. 

5.2 Future Perspectives 

In this paper we discussed how to address two navigation styles that might indicate or 
that might lead to users getting disoriented in web sites while working on goal-
oriented tasks. The add-on navigation support, as discussed in the previous 
subsection, aims at improving the way users navigate rather than at forcing users to 
passively follow some ready-made paths. We believe that this should be the goal of 
adaptive hypermedia systems in general. Whereas the results of this pilot study might 
be applicable only in the small domain of web-assisted personal finance, the prospect 
of adaptive navigation support that fits the user’s navigation style is attractive. As an 
example, users that prefer to extensively explore the sites that they visit, should be 
supported in doing so, instead of being urged to leave for a different site, unless the 
system is capable of making clear to the users that the benefit is higher than the cost 
of altering their strategy. 
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